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• Beginning: a computer scientist (seven years), developing optimizations 
for compilers of programming languages.

• Transition: a Ph.D. in accounting.

• Research trajectory : 

Brief Intro

o Help investors’ decision-
making

o Help corporate managers’ 
decision-making

o Help household/retailers’ 
decision-making

o Help startup entrepreneurs’ 
decision-making

o Help investors’ decision-
making

o Help corporate managers’ 
decision-making

Earlier Stage 
Using fundamental data 

Current Stage 
Using AI and alternative data

Potential Future

Information disclosure: production and consumption 



Stage I: Fundamental research for investors

§ Reexamining Growth Effects: Are All Types of Asset Growth the Same? 
o To distinguish healthy growth firms from empire-building firms through the dissection using 

balance sheet metrics.

§ Skin in the Game: Operating Growth, Firm Performance, and Future 
Stock Returns. 
o Innovatively revise the imputation of balance-sheet metrics and design a trading strategy that 

generates significant annual and short-window returns.

§ Earnings Volatility, Post–Earnings Announcement Drift, and Trading 
Frictions 
o To quantify useful information for investors from income statements that predicts firms’ future 

operating performance but is not understood by investors timely.

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=1403904

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=1403904


Transition to Stage II: using AI and Alternative data

o Challenge 1: The hurdle lies not in technological skills (e.g. LLM) but good ideas. 
o Challenge 2: Interpreting technology instead of leaving it as a "black box“.

Pondering, wondering and aging… 

Challenges:  Data does not yield a good paper; however, a good idea will.

How to harvest good ideas by 
using emerging tech? 



Stage II: Related AI research 
o 2. Machine reading newso 1. Man + Machine

• An AI stock analyst (Cao, Jiang, Wang and 
Yang JFE 2024)
o replace human intelligence?
o augment human intelligence?

The performance of Man vs. Machine

•  Machine readers are on the rise and have become 
significant consumers of financial reporting.
(Cao, Jiang, Yang and Zhang RFS 2023)

Michael J. Brennan Award for the best paper published in Review 
of Financial Studies (with coauthors), How to Talk When Machines 
are Listening: Corporate Disclosure in the Age of AI

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=1403904

http://conference.nber.org/sched/AIf20
http://conference.nber.org/sched/AIf20
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=1403904


Stage II: Related AI research 

o 1. Man + Machine

• An AI stock analyst (Cao, Jiang, Wang and 
Yang JFE 2024)

o replace human intelligence?

o augment human intelligence?

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=1403904

q This paper has three parts:
o Machine: Can a machine beat most human analysts?
o Man: What are the human analyst advantages in the age of AI?
o Man + Machine: How can AI-equipped analysts beat machine?

q Variables as inputs to machine learning
• Firm Characteristics: Stock past price, past returns, past 

earnings, and firm characteristics known to be related to 
stock prices.

• Industry Variables: Industry competition, product market 
fluidity, industry affiliation, Industry size, etc. 

• Macro variables: Industrial Production Index,  Consumer 
Price Index, Crude Oil Price (WTI), 3-month treasury bill 
rate, 10-Year treasury constant-maturity rate, The BAA-AAA 
yield spread, etc.

• Unstructured alternative data: 10-K, 8-K,  conference call 
transcript, Twitter, production images, etc. 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=1403904


Stage II: Related AI research 

The performance of Man vs. Machine

• Profitable trading strategy: Following AI predictions, 
there is an approximate 1% monthly alpha after 
adjusting for risk factors.

• Who thrives in the era of AI?
o Talents with strong reasoning or logical thinking skills 

to understand and analyze low-frequency events.
o Talents who effectively leverage AI in their work; AI 

will augment their capabilities, rather than replacing 
them.

o Talents who understand human (corporate 
management teams) and other soft skills like 
innovation.

• In conclusion, humans possess skills that machines 
cannot replace à The "Man + Machine" work mode 
surpasses both "Machine alone" and "Man alone."

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=1403904

o 1. Man + Machine
• An AI stock analyst (Cao, Jiang, Wang 

and Yang JFE 2024)
o replace human intelligence?
o augment human intelligence?

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=1403904


Stage II: Related AI research 

o 2. Machine reading news
•  Machine readers are on the rise and have 

become significant consumers of financial 
reporting.
(Cao, Jiang, Yang and Zhang RFS 2023)

Michael J. Brennan Award for the best paper published in Review 
of Financial Studies (with coauthors), How to Talk When Machines 
are Listening: Corporate Disclosure in the Age of AI https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=1403904

o How managers’ disclosure decisions 
cater to the rise of machine readers?
• Adopt machine-readable financial 

reporting formats that may have little 
impact on human readability 

• Managers change their language styles 
to cater to large language models, such 
as Google BERT and FinBERT.

• Managers make their presentation styles 
(particularly voice features) more 
favorable to machine algorithm.

http://conference.nber.org/sched/AIf20
http://conference.nber.org/sched/AIf20
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=1403904


Human Readability vs. Machine 
Readability 

Machine 
readability  

High machine readability while maintaining human readability at the same level.

Human 
readability 



Human Readability vs. Machine 
Readability 

Source: 
Cao, S., Jiang, W., Yang, B., & Zhang, A. L. (2023). How to talk when a machine is listening: Corporate 
disclosure in the age of AI. The Review of Financial Studies, 36(9), 3603-3642.

Human 
readability 

Machine 
readability  

Low machine readability while 
maintaining human readability at the 
same level.



o 4. Image analysis 
• Visual Information from presentation slides 

and AI divide

o 3. Expert Network Calls 
• Topic Distribution of Expert Calls and 

Conference Calls o 5. Executives learning about 
future AI and Climate investment

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=1403904

Stage II: Related AI research 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=1403904


What is AI and big data in capital markets Research?

Theory work on blockchain 

§ AI and Fintech for decentralized finance 

• Industry: Metaverse, Blockchain,Web3, smart contracts, 
decentralized organization, Blockchain, P2P)

• Academic research: more empirical work are coming

• New Curriculums in business schools



What is AI and big data in capital markets Research?
§ AI and Alternative data for decision making

Relative mature area:
• AI and Alternative data for investment, stock returns and asset management .e.g., ML and NLP in 

finance
• AI and Alternative data for banks, loan contract and credit risk

Relative emerging area:
o Public vs private firms
• AI and Alternative data for entrepreneurs or private firms/startups/small business

o Institutional vs retail/household
• AI and Alternative data /emerging technologies for institutional investors vs household finance: AI 

access to retail inventors, alternative lending, digital payments, robot advisor
o AI for emerging societal challenges such as sustainability and supply chain
• AI and Alternative data for sustainable and social finance: Climate Tech, social equity and AI fairness
• AI and Alternative data for supply chain stability
• AI and Alternative data for cyber security

§ Policy for AI and Alternative data - RegTech: discrimination, gender issues, AI fairness



Type 1

Using Artificial Intelligence 
/ Machine Learning as 

Tools to Calculate a New 
Variable

Type 2

Research Questions 
Contain Artificial 

Intelligence / Machine 
Learning 

Type 3

Policy for AI

o The research question isn't 
centered on an AI topic

o AI/ML is used as a tool
E.g.  When predicting stock 
returns?  ML vs OLS for 
predication performance 

o AI and ML are the 
central questions

o A growing research area
E.g.  How analysts use AI  
(Man+ Machine) to help 
them survive and thrive? 

o State and firm-level policy 
pertaining to AI and big data

o No AI/ML tools are used
o The traditional diff-in-diff design is 

applied 

Classification of AI and Fintech Research 



Information

− Earnings, Balance Sheet, Income Statement

• Early research: quantitative

− All SEC filings (qualitative disclosures)

• 8-K, proxy statement, etc.

− Voluntary disclosures
• Conference call
• Social media (negative peer disclosure JFE 2021)
• Digital footprint (copycat JAR 2021)

(political risk, climate risk, bank risk, personability, 
sentiment, many to go)

− Media 

− Any information within a firm
• e.g. Satellite image, RPI

Search  Sean Cao google site

Evolution

Firm 
disclosure

Not disclosed, 
but can be 
extracted

Big data in Accounting and Finance vs CS scholars 



How to 
generate 
an idea

v Approach 1: Literature extension
§ Find gaps from literature
§ Offer new explanations 
§ Test existing theory in new settings
§ Apply existing measures to new 

questions 

v Approach 2: Real-world observation
§ Read news 
§ Communicate with industry professionals

• Identify a new problem/study a new 
phenomenon

• Revisit old questions with improved 
methods (with caution for academic 
interests)

v Approach 3: Alternative data 
§ Novel data DOES NOT guarantee 

novel questions - thoughtful 
consideration is essential

§ AI tool can help to implement the 
idea but not a selling point

v Approach 4: New policies
§ State Policy: potential competing papers
§ Firm Policy

o High hurdle for empirical rigor in making 
policy implications

Insightful: what 
readers can 
learn?

Execution

Insightful: what 
readers can 
learn?

Novelty

Insightful: what 
readers can 
learn?

Novelty

Novelty

Execution

Execution

Insightful: what 
readers can 
learn?

Novelty

Execution

From 

real 

world

From 

alte
rnativ

e 

data



Analytics for 
Finance and 
Accounting:

Data Structures and Applied AI



Domain talent vs Data analytics talent 

Training students with AI + Complexity of 
Business Domain Knowledge 

o Data analytics in accounting and 
finance 

o Timeline: it’s URGENT.

o Over 50% of finance and accounting 
students may be replaced by AI (Cao et 
al., 2022, working paper).



Structure of the book

Part 1: Comprehending alternative financial data

Part 2: Familiarizing with emerging technologies

Part 3: Understanding the use cases for data and technology



Part 1: Comprehending domain data: where to get product/risk information of firms?



Part 1: Comprehending domain data: where to sales contract or loan contracts of firms?



Part 1: Comprehending domain data: Visual information beyond texts



Part 2: Emerging Technologies



If you ask any questions for any firms…
For example, “What is the change in the compensation of Apple's CEO over the past three years?”

Alpha analyst’s answers

ChatGPT results:

Google search results



◉ Prompt Engineering: ( A student doesn’t practice exams but take a note for the 
new exam) – parameters no change
o (Hard) Prompt-Tuning: manually designed natural language, human-understandable

prompts; Sensitive to choices of prompts
o (Soft) Prompt-Tuning
o LM-BFF: prompt-tuning + demonstration + template generation
o P-Tuning: tuning the input (prompt) embeddings

Better performance via soft prompts

◉ Model Fine-tuning (A student takes many practice exams, become more 
skilled, and take the new exam) –parameter changes
○ Prefix-Tuning: only optimize the prefix embeddings

Improved training time and space efficiency, suitable for all models but requiring large 
training samples

○ Finetune the whole model – costly but yield the most optimal results.

◉ Instruction Tuning: human-guided reinforcement learning

How to train LLM



“in-context” learning and fine-tuning

◉ Zero-shot

◉ One-shot

◉ Few-shot

◉ Traditional fine-tuning  Llama 2◉ GPT “in-context” learning

Parameters are changed. Parameters remain constant.

https://llama.meta.com/


◉ Creating a specific LLM Account 
1. Create an account to access LLM API or directly get the open-source LLM.
2. Input a pair of prompts into the API:

• Input: (a) Firm's conference call transcript
• Input: (b) Questions
• Output: Annotated answers (human identified climate sentence)

◉ Training the LLM Model
The more examples (input and output pairs) provided, the better the LLM model 
will fit.

◉ Testing the LLM Model
1. Provide a new input: a new conference call transcript and the same questions.
2. Check the response generated by the model.

Prompt Tuning LLM



Prompt Tuning – Prompt Example for Zero-Shot

[  
 {

    "role": "system",
    “content”: “You are an AI analyst to help identify the climate risk related sentences from conference 
call transcript. Please return 1 if the input sentence is climate risk related and return 0 if the input 
sentence is not climate risk related. You will only provide the number 1 or 0 as the answer” 
 },

  {
    "role": "user",
    "content": “Our commitment to reducing carbon emissions is a proactive measure to mitigate long-
term climate risk”

  },
  {

    "role": "assistant",
    "content":“"

  }
]

Task Description

Input sentence to 
get the answer



Prompt Tuning – Prompt Example for One-Shot
[  
 {

    "role": "system",
    “content”: “You are an AI analyst to help identify the climate risk related sentences from conference 
call transcript. Please return 1 if the input sentence is climate risk related and return 0 if the input 
sentence is not climate risk related. You will only provide the number 1 or 0 as the answer” 
 },

  {
    "role": "user",
    "content": “We are integrating climate risk assessments into our strategic planning to ensure long-
term sustainability and regulatory compliance.”

  },
  {

    "role": "assistant",
    "content":“1"

  },
  {

    "role": "user",
    "content": “Our commitment to reducing carbon emissions is a proactive measure to mitigate long-
term climate risk”

  },
  {

    "role": "assistant",
    "content":“"

  },
]

Task Description

One-shot Example

Input sentence to 
get the answer



Prompt Tuning – Prompt Example for Few-Shot
[  
 {

    "role": "system",
    “content”: “You are an AI analyst to help identify the climate risk related sentences from conference call transcript. Please return 

1 if the input sentence is climate risk related and return 0 if the input sentence is not climate risk related. You will only provide the 
number 1 or 0 as the answer” 
 },

  {
    "role": "user",
    "content": “We are integrating climate risk assessments into our strategic planning to ensure long-term sustainability and 

regulatory compliance.”
  },
  {

    "role": "assistant",
    "content":“1"

  },
  {

    "role": "user",
    "content": “Our quarterly earnings exceeded expectations, reflecting strong performance across all divisions.”

  },
  {

    "role": "assistant",
    "content":“0"

  },
  {

    "role": "user",
    "content": “Our commitment to reducing carbon emissions is a proactive measure to mitigate long-term climate risk”

  },
  {

    "role": "assistant",
    "content":“"

  }
]

Task Description

Few-shot 
Examples

Input sentence to 
get the answer

Example 1

Example 2



◉ GPT-based or Open-source LLM: ( A student doesn’t practice exams but take a 
note for the new exam) – parameters no change
○ Prompt-Tuning: manually designed natural language prompts

Human-understandable prompts; Sensitive to choices of prompts
(Soft) Prompt-Tuning

○ LM-BFF: prompt-tuning + demonstration + template generation
○ P-Tuning: tuning the input (prompt) embeddings

Better performance via soft prompts

◉ Open-source LLM, such as Llama (A student takes many practice exams, 
become more skilled, and take the new exam) –parameter changes
○ Prefix-Tuning: only optimize the prefix embeddings

Improved training time and space efficiency, suitable for all models but requiring large 
training samples

○ Finetune the whole model – costly but yield the most optimal results.

◉ Instruction Tuning: human-guided reinforcement learning

How to train LLM



Videos available for each chapter and coding
See more at  Sean Cao google site



How to use the textbook?

Free Textbook

§ For a new course:  an introductory course on AI literacy, specifically 
tailored for students in accounting, finance and other majors.

§ For traditional courses: adopt one or two chapters as supplement

§ E.g., Corporate Finance or Investment: chapter 8k will be great 
supplement

§ E.g., Intermediate Financial Accounting, Chapter 10-K



Ongoing effort 
• Train Big-data talents 

      -  For PhD, big data and AI short courses (e.g., Indiana University, 
Lancaster, UT Dallas)

      -  For undergraduate, masters, executive education,  New AI literacy 
course using the textbook

      Don’t require any computer-science background; cultivate their interests 

• Knowledge transfer between academia and industry

• They learn from our research, and we learn their demand from practice and 
institutional details 

• I observe high collaboration demand from industry in this emerging area

      


